BARTOLACCI JERRY
INTERIOR DESIGNER
AREAS OF EXPERTISE

PERSONAL SUMMARY

Computer-aided drafting

A confident, competent and immaginative interior designer with extensive experience
of working on a mixture of projects.
Excellent commercial approach to solving problems and a proven ability to
generate fresh solutions for the renovation of internal spaces, including structural
alterations.
An ambitious, creative and dedicated design professional eager to gain experience in a
creative environment.

Creating conceptual designs
Handsketching
Lighting and colour schemes
Handcrafts
Client facing
Floor planning
Feasibility studies

Now looking for a new challenging position, one which will make best use of my existing
creative skills and also further my personal and professional developments.
WORK EXPERIENCE
Q04 INTERIOR DESIGN AND BEYOND 				New York USA
Co-founder and Interior Designer 				
2017 - Present

Window dressing

Young company focused on interior design of mid to high level residential,
commercial and private project, in partnership with Italian architects.

PERSONAL SKILLS

- Meeting new and existing clients and determinating their requirements with a tailored
approach
- Delivering projects under strict deadlines and within the client badget
- Preparing drawings sketches, proposals and quotations for clients
- Co-ordinating and monitoring the work of both contractors and suppliers
- Producing working drawings packages mood and sample boards
- Producing tender documentation, detailed drawings packages and written specification

Highly creative and artistic
Excellent Immagination
Attention to details
Quick learner

TEOREMA VETRINE					Florence IT
Site Manager and Interior Designer				
1999 - 2016

PERSONAL DETAILS

High acclaimed company specialized in trade shows and temporary exibition design.

Bartolacci Jerry
13556 233 St
Rosedale NY
11422

- Creating color presentations of proposed designs that were used during client
presentations and became an essential part of numerous projects
- Drafting technical write-ups for proposals and projects
- Creating handcraft 1:1 scale samples
- Managing a team on site

M: +1 347 834 2808
E: jerry.bartolacci@gmail.com
DOB: 08 05 1972
Driving license: YES
US permanent resident: YES
Nationality: ITALIAN

FREELANCE						Florence IT
Interior Designer						2009 - 2016
- Discussing design standards and procedures with the directors of design and architecture.
- Drafting detailed drawings of structures, specifying dimensions and materials needed
- Developing and monitoring internal financial budgets
- Creating oral and written presentations for project designs and proposals
- Acting as lead designer for small site and landscape enhancements, as well as large
landscape
- Monitoring the design process from conceptual phase through construction projects
- Collaborating with builders to see that construction was in line with drawings and
designs
- Designing fashion accessories and Hand Bags
INTERMEZZO BLU						Florence IT
Interior Designer						2007 - 2008
Interior design and decoration company, specialized in fashion shows.
- Monitoring the design process from conceptual phase
- Drafting and developing detailed drawings, both 2D and 3D
- Developing and monitoring financial badgets
- Purchasing building and decoration materials

EMN - Eventi Moda News					
Graphic and Interior Designer				

Florence IT
2006

Model and Fashion agency
- Preparing and developing graphic design for web and paper publications
- Designing, developing and site managing for catwalks and stages
FONDO GIOVANI ARTISTI					
Florence IT
Art and Craft Area Editor					
2003 - 2004		
			
- Working with the Young Artist Foundation in implementing a design program that
assisted in promoting young artists from Tuscany
ARKLINK.IT						Florence IT
Graphic Designer and Editor					2001
Web magazine focused on art, design and architecture
SACI - Studio Arts Center International			Florence IT
Visiting Professor						2000
- Lecturing for ‘COMPUTER AND GRAPHIC APPLICATIONS FOR CONSERVATION’ class
OPD - Opificio delle Pietre Dure				Florence IT
Internship						2000
- Personal assistant of Dr. A. Aldrovandi, manager in charge of the diagnostic area
- Computer processing of images
KEY SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES
- Familiar with building regulations and standards
- Very good knowledge of construction detailing and material properties
- Excellent knowledge of Photoshop, Illustrator, Indesign, Autocad
- Capable of running with a project from initial concept to completion
- Able to work on multiple projects simultaneously
- Experience of leading projects and overseeing other members of staff
- Ability to translate 2D drawings into 3D visuals
ACADEMIC QUALIFICATION
Università degli Studi di Firenze, Facoltà di Architettura		

Florence IT

Macromedia ‘From A to Web’					Rome

IT

Universidade Nova de Lisboa,
Facultade de Ciencias Sociais e Humanas			

P

Lisbon

PUBLICATIONS
- AA.VV. “Firenze expo mmx”. un progetto per la città, #089 the disco pavillion ,
ed. bergamaschi bianchi, Forlì, 2000.
- Carlo Paganelli “Dove ti porta il fiume – for florence 2010”, in l’ARCA, n°163, 2001
REFERENCES
Available on request

